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All 

Had another think about the abseiling strategy down the front. The cross piece of the crown enclosure was 
presumably costed for(?). 
Can't think of a more cost effective solution than this as there are inherent protection implications from trying to 
pass the ropes through at the lower levels. The cladding to the upstand is necessary for cold bridge/ aesthetic issues 
but this would need to be protected from the pressure of the rope bearing down on it and I can't see how to do this 
without complicated arrangements of metal bar/ plate protection. Similarly open able sections of the cladding seem 
impractical; there are the issues of how to safely dismount the panels through the existing structure and hinged 
sections that would present additional complexity/ loading issues. Can't think of anything simpler than a galvanised 
SHS fixed back to the existing columns but open to suggestion. The fixing brackets can be hidden in the over 
cladding. 

From: Simon Lawrence [mailto:slawrence@rydon.co.uk] 
Sent: 03 September 2014 18:11 
To: Neil Crawford; Kevin Lamb 
Cc: Daniel Anketell-Jones; 1279 Grenfell Tower; suleyman.ekingen@curtins.com; Zak Maynard 
Subject: RE: Grenfell Tower Detail at top of Crown 

From a financial point of view this rope structure/rail is not something that we would have allowed at tender so is 
therefore likely to cost my budget somewhere along the line. Going from a previous job it was a reasonable amount 
of money because of the size of steel needed to take the loads. 

Bearing this in mind do you think there is any other solutions? i.e. removable panel every metre so the rope load 
can be based on the existing concrete structure or can we leave a gap at the bottom so abseilers can access under 
the crown section. There is already a reasonable gap there. Any thoughts? 

Lets have a think about it please. 

Regards 

Simon Lawrence, ACIOB, MInstLM 
Contracts Manager 
T I 
M I 

Regards 
Neil 

Team, 
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From: Neil Crawford [mailto:Neil(a5tudioe.co.uk1 
Sent: 03 September 2014 17:55 
To: Kevin Lamb; Simon Lawrence 
Cc: Daniel Anketell-Jones; 1279 Grenfell Tower; suleyman.ekinqen(a)curtins.com 
Subject: Grenfell Tower Detail at top of Crown 

Simon/ Kevin 

Please see attached drawing showing some more detail of the crown agreed with the planners. The drawing shows 
a galvanised SHS section at the top from which ropes could be slung over for abseiling. Alternatively a CHS could be 
positioned (marked up in red) if this was deemed more appropriate. 

Regards 
Neil 

From: Neil Crawford 
Sent: 03 September 2014 17:37 
To: 'Kevin Lamb'; 'slawrence^irydon.co.uk' 
Cc: 'Daniel Anketell-Jones'; 1279 Grenfell Tower 
Subject: RE: Grenfell Tower Preliminary cladding drawings for comment 

Kevin/ Simon 

Following on from Tuesday's DTM I have discussed with Bruce his understanding from the various conversations 
with Marc and the planners. I understand the underlying theme is to get rid of all the visible fixings which we 
already know. We would also like to preserve the larger expressed vertical joints on the column corners and 
interface to the flat cladding. I have made some additional comments to the drawings from previously- please call if 
you wish to discuss.. 

Regards 
Neil 

From: Neil Crawford 
Sent: 27 August 2014 17:15 
To: 'Kevin Lamb'; 'slawrence(a)rydon.co.uk' 
Cc: 'Daniel Anketell-Jones'; Bruce Sounes; 1279 Grenfell Tower 
Subject: RE: Grenfell Tower Preliminary cladding drawings for comment 

Kevin/ Daniel 

Following my initial observations I have expanded the comments slightly and marked up the drawings attached as I 
think this will be easier to discuss over the phone with the comments in front. 

Will call tomorrow morning to discuss as agreed. 

Regards 
Neil 

From: Neil Crawford 
Sent: 26 August 2014 15:45 
To: 'Kevin Lamb'; 5lawrence@rydon.co.uk 
Cc: Daniel Anketell-Jones; Bruce Sounes; 1279 Grenfell Tower 
Subject: RE: Grenfell Tower Preliminary cladding drawings for comment 

Hi Kevin 
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Ahead of returning marked up comments on your preliminary drawing set I have made some observations which 
perhaps we could discuss at some point during tomorrow's DTM? 

• Vertical detail 1/304 the column panel is in shown in panels corresponding to the column facets. I can see 
the practicality of this given panel press limitations however I think the 45mm gap on the corner will look 
odd as an open joint given its expressed nature- the hanging bars are likely to be very obvious(?) 

• Vertical detail 1/305 is shown as a smaller joint rather than a 45mm joint which would be subject to the 
same issues raised above. 

• Cill detail 1/300- a lot of fixings. If the cill flashing were to extend as a drip detail over the rain screen panel 
the lower set of fixings could be removed(?) 

Regards 
Neil 

From: Kevin Lamb [mailto:KevinLamb(a)harleycw.co.uk1 
Sent: 22 August 2014 20:49 
To: slawrence(arydon.co.uk 
Cc: Daniel Anketell-Jones; Neil Crawford; Bruce Sounes 
Subject: Grenfell Tower 

Please find attached some preliminary drawings to prove the basics of design & set out, prior to us producing a full 
design package. 

It would be useful for us to discuss these principles at our meeting on Tuesday morning. 

Regards 

Kevin Lamb 
Project Designer 

W- www. harleYCurtainwall. com 

Head Office 
Harley House, Brooklands Park 
Famingham Road, Crowborough 
East Sussex, TN6 2JD 
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This email has been sent by Harley Curtain Wall Ltd. The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the 
addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorised. I f you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or 
omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. Any views expressed in this message, are those of the individuals sender, except where 
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This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security, cloud service. 
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Simon, 

harley 
T-
F-

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security, cloud service. 
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For more information please visit http://www. symanteccloud.com 
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